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Thomas Kelly Youth Foundation – TAKE KARE Mission

Take Kare in Sport

Take Kare in our Youth

•

•
•

•
•
•

Engagement of key sport celebrities
as role models for youth and fan base
It’s not cool to be drunk
It’s un-Australian to assault
Go out to have a good time, not a life
changer

•
•

Change the dynamics of peer pressure
School programs and youth
communication
Reconfigure the ideas of what are fun
and safe ways to socialise
Help line

!
Take Kare in the Family
!
• Establish new role modelling and
approaches
• Establish ways to manage under age
drinking at home
• Outline ways for safer use of alcohol
at parties

Take Kare in the Community
!
• Review advertising and promotion of
alcohol in sponsoring sporting events
• Entertainment and music
ambassadors as role models
• Enrol workplaces to change how they
interact with alcohol!
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Thomas Kelly Youth Foundation
Eighteen-year-old Thomas Kelly was walking through Sydney's King Cross on a night out with his girlfriend on 7 July 2012 when he was coward punched
in an unprovoked and cowardly attack.
The Thomas Kelly Youth Foundation was established to help curb the kind of violence that robbed Thomas of his life.
The Foundation is a Company that is a not-for-profit charitable institution established and located in Australia. It is registered with ASIC and has DGR
status. The principal object of the Company is to reduce alcohol and drug-related violence and anti-social behaviour amongst young people in Australia
by raising community awareness and influencing government regulation and industry practice.
The principal activity of the Company is the prevention of human behaviour that is harmful or abusive to others, including but not restricted to behaviour
arising from substance abuse relating to alcohol and drug consumption.
The Foundation was officially launched on 18th September 2013 at a high profile dinner function attended by a cross-section of the community.
The Foundation in its first year (2013/14) achieved the following milestones:
1. The Foundation is working with the NSW Government to design and pursue improved measures to tackle alcohol-fuelled violence:
• "One Punch" laws, including Mandatory Minimum Sentences given to offenders who throw coward punches resulting in death of the victim
• Lockouts and early closing of venues in Kings Cross and the Sydney CBD, including the ‘Sydney CBD Plan of Management.’
• Family ‘Victim Impact Statements’ to now be admitted as evidence in sentencing, at the request of the prosecution.
2. The Foundation has formed a partnership with the City of Sydney
• Addition of a further 10 CCTV Cameras in the city (June 2014), total number of cameras: 300.
• The foundation purchased and installed a CCTV Camera in Victoria Street, Potts Point (March 2014).
• Conduct research through newDemocracy in conjunction with the City of Sydney and the office of the NSW Premier.
3. The Foundation has been an advocate for a "Safe Zone" in the CBD, partnering with the City of Sydney, The Salvation Army, St. Vincent’s Hospital,
NSW Police and NSW State Government (Health and Attorney General).
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4. The Foundation has registered the name “TAKE KARE" as its central platform to deliver programs to instigate behavioural and social change around
alcohol and drinking habits in our youth, especially binge drinking and pre-fuelling and the harms associated with these forms of alcohol abuse.
5. Establishment of the Thomas Kelly Youth Foundation logo.
- The splashes of colour representing Thomas’ passions in his life: sports, music and pets.
6. Establishment of the TAKE KARE logo.
7. Measurement (July 2014)
The number of people suffering injuries after booze-fuelled violence has fallen by at least 50 per cent in one of Sydney’s busiest emergency
departments.
St Vincent’s Hospital head of emergency Gordian Fulde said there had been hardly any severe brain injuries caused by alcohol-fuelled violence in the six
months since stronger laws, including mandatory sentencing, were introduced in February 2014.
Read more: http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/thomas-kelly-anniversary-marked-with-halving-of-alcohol-violence-20140705-zsxhw.html#ixzz36e2V0z5q
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TAKE KARE
Thomas’ peers and friends knew him throughout his school life as “TK”.
One summer holiday in Hawaii (10th January 2010) Thomas drew a ‘TK’ in the sand. Tom’s younger sister Madeleine moved her brother’s thongs next to
his sand drawing and took a photo.
When their father Ralph saw the photo on the camera the following day he asked them both why Thomas had drawn it and why Madeleine had placed
his thongs next to the image and taken a photo. Neither of them knew what had inspired them – both just replied that they felt compelled for some
reason.
Two and a half years later it would prove to be a spine-chilling influence and one of many unexplainable coincidences in the foundations quest to launch
a brand that would encapsulate our mission to reduce alcohol fuelled violence in our youth. Bittersweet in that alcohol was the major cause of Thomas’
death but the potential opportunity to send clear concise messages through our youth communities that it’s time we all need to take better care of each
other and ourselves.
The image, unknown to two young innocent children at the time, would reflect the brand – with the thongs a symbol of the journey to follow. Whilst no
one in the Kelly family is superstitious, the photograph forms the basis of a clear message of what the foundation will try to achieve in the future.
-

“Take care” is what we say to our loved ones when we say goodbye and ask them to look after themselves. It’s what we say in email
communications as a sign-off, to strangers in the streets – it knows no boundaries. It was only natural that we could use our personal tragedy
and Thomas’ initials to look at cultural, behavioral and social change – through a platform to be known as “TAKE Kare”.
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Drinking to excess: Australian culture or an epidemic?
-

70,000 victims of alcohol-related violence;

-

24,000 victims of domestic violence;

-

20,000 victims of alcohol-related child abuse;

-

14,000 hospitalizations;

-

367 deaths per annum;

-

$3.87 Billion per annum – the cost of alcohol abuse in NSW (Auditor General, 06th August, 2013).

These figures are only the tip of the iceberg.
It's clear we need a new approach.
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Our purpose:

Our purpose is to make sure our kids come home safe.
Our values:

Be inclusive.

Be courageous.

Be respectful.

Never give up.

(Our Goals) We will:
Goal 1:
Wipe out alcohol and
drug fuelled harm
amongst young
people.

Goal 2:
Support young people
to support each other
around the impacts
and consequences of
alcohol and drug use.

Goal 3:
Inspire Australians to
make attitudinal and
behavioural change to
achieve our purpose.
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Goal 4:
Build and grow a
strong, well run TKY
foundation to support
our purpose.
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Goal 1: Wipe out alcohol and drug fuelled harm amongst young people.
Outcome

KPI

Initiatives/actions

Achievements to date

Year

§

1.1 Advocate and
achieve legislative
changes.

1.1.1
1.1.2
1.1.3
1.1.4
1.1.5
1.1.6
§

1.2 Make the streets
safer.

1.1.7
1.2.1
1.2.2
1.2.3
1.2.4

Achieve a lockout trial in Sydney
Participate in evaluation of lockout trial
Achieve one punch legislation
Achieve mandatory minimum sentencing
Achieve grievous bodily harm minimum sentencing
Achieve public hearings for new liquor licensing
applications
Submissions to key forums & planning review
Set up safe spaces in key hotspots across Sydney
Establish TK Helper program
Achieve increased CCTV camera coverage and
awareness
Achieve CCTV signage so cameras and the role of
cameras is more visible to the public

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Achieved lock out trial for 2 years
Monitor
In progress
In progress
In progress
Advocated to CoS to include in
their submission

1. In progress
2. In progress
3. Achieved – CoS agreed to install
10 additional cameras, TKF
funded an 11th camera on
Victoria St KXs which was
launched March 2014
4. Underway – CoS designing new
signage for installation

2014

2014

§

1.3 Develop and support
programs to
influence and
educate the
community.

Advocate for citizen Jury process to advise Government
on future Late Night policy
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1. Advocacy to State and Local
Government resulted in NSW
State and CoS jointly funding
citizen jury - $120,000

2014
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Goal 2: Support young people to support each other around the impacts and
consequences of alcohol and drug use.

Outcome

KPI

Initiatives/actions

Achievements to date

Year

§

2.1. Programs in place
for young people to
support each other.

1. Develop TK programs for schools and sporting groups
(such as: TK helpline, pledges and conversation
groups)
2. Extend model across Australia
3. Establish TKYF Youth Advisory group
§

2.2 Increase awareness
and knowledge
amongst young
people.

1. Advocate for and support community information
programs that support our purpose
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Goal 3: Inspire Australians to make attitudinal and behavioural change to achieve our
purpose.
Outcome
3.1 Be a positive strong
voice for social change.

KPI

Initiatives/actions

Achievements to date

Year

§

1. Establish TKYF ambassadors

2015

2. Form partnerships with other programs (such as Dry
July, etc.)
3. Develop a TKYF pledge
3.2 Influence and
support key groups who
can influence change.

§

1. TK program for parents

2015

2. TK programs in organisations
3. TK programs in sports
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Goal 4: Build and grow a strong, well run TKY foundation to support our purpose.
Outcome

KPI

Initiatives/actions

Achievements to date

1. Develop the Board Charter/Constitution.
2. Confirm Board to run the Foundation.
3. Confirm Board skills matrix. (Skills required: Strategy,
Social policy and Advocacy, Philanthropic/fundraising,
Legal and Finance.
4. Determine role and fit of Kathy and Ralph Kelly in the
Foundation.
5. Develop interim advisory and working groups as
required
6. Develop business plan to guide the Board
7. Develop a fundraising model and plan to guide the
Board
8. Recruit key personnel to deliver key initiatives
9. Consider our evaluation and monitoring approach

1. Complete
2. Interim board
established
3. Strategy and business
planning working group
established

Year

§

4.1 Establish
governance
arrangements.
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4. to 9: 2014/15 priorities
drafted, feedback being
sought from social
investment community
Launch fundraising
dinner in September
2013
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2014/15 priorities:
1: Identify a working chair and establish an interim working Board to bring their effort, resources and intellect:
Chair/Members Profile:
§ Good and respected leader
§ Availability and ability to commit
§ Connections and networks
§ Governance experience
§ Resources to mobilise their own or of their organisation
§ Experience with drug and alcohol services, including prevention services
§ Experience in start-ups, ideally NGO.
Board skills required: Strategy, Social policy and Advocacy, Philanthropic/Fundraising, Legal, Finance.
Scope of work for Board to deliver:
1: Design governance and corporate structure
2: Scope, commission and conduct market analysis research to:
A: Identify best practice primary prevention strategies and enhance prevention activity in schools and sport to
change behaviour and attitudes that perpetuate alcohol and drug fuelled violence of our young people, locally, in NSW,
Australia and overseas.
The research dollars would identify the best practice and the then development of school / sport based models of social
change building on this evidence.
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To find out:
1. who is doing it,
2. what are they doing and
3. what is working?
B: Identify other organisations/bodies operating in this space. (NSW and Australia? Overseas?)
• To identify competitors or partners or people we would want to work with.
3: Design and trial 2 programs:
§ TK in school
The program in schools possible elements:
§

Case study /scenario leading to group conversations and reflection, a facilitated conversation about what they would have done to
increase social responsibility.

§

Party guidelines for parents

§

Parents more conscious of their drinking and make decisions about alcohol service at home and school.

§

TK conversation out to all teachers and students each Friday.

§

Bed into policy and procedures in the school.

§

A TK certificate/ award signage in place.

§

A pledge
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§

TK in sport- focus on sport

The program in sports organisations possible elements:
§

Sports people contracts have a Code of Ethics written into players contracts, which may be linked with (alcohol and drug-fuelled)
violence prevention programs

§

Influencing the fan base
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